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Abstract
The rigorous clinical prognosis is ambiguous due to the ongoing global crisis caused by different mutant
variations of the prevailing COVID-19 pandemic. Hitherto, various clinical prognosis imaging techniques
are suggested to medical practitioners to identify COVID-19 contracted individuals. Herein, we
demonstrate an e�cient tool aiding ultrasound imaging technique backed by machine learning
strategies, which help diagnose COVID-19 infected cases more accurately and e�ciently. The latter
approach complements CT and chest X-ray imaging methods. Accordingly, our novel method employs
gradient mapping and distinct haralick features using the image database (705 Ultrasound Images). We
also propose a vivid technique that assists in diagnosing COVID-19 contaminated individuals by
examining ultrasound pictures to identify novel coronavirus. The test set of the precision score is
analyzed in the light of attainment results viz., accuracy, confusion matrix, and ROC curve by utilizing the
GitHub repository, which conforms to their endorsed ultrasound images. Various algorithms are used to
examine test sets accompanying 211 clinical image data for classi�cation performance. Interestingly, the
article reveals that the multiple classi�cation accuracy of the proposed model has achieved 98.1%
accuracy between the COVID-19, normal, and Pneumonia ultrasound image database.

1. Introduction
Until now, SARS-CoV-2 has tainted over 504 million and deceased more than 6.2 million patients globally
(https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html (Accessed on 24 April, 2022)). Its long and dispersive hatching
time calls for quick, precise, and dependable procedures for early illness analysis to battle the spread [1]
effectively. The polymerase chain reaction test (RT-PCR) makes pre-processing time as long as two days
[2]. A few articles announced affectability as low as 70% [3], and a meta-investigation assessed the false-
negative proportion to be partly 20% throughout the disease [4]. Clinical imaging supplements the
analytic cycle that can control further PCR-testing, particularly in emergency circumstances [5]. Computed
Tomography (CT) screening is the imaging best quality level for aspiratory infections [6]. It is considered
dependable for Coronavirus determination in certain nations, albeit a critical measure of patients
illustrates typical CT scans [7]. Notwithstanding, a CT scan is a costly affair and exceptionally
illuminating, conveys the considerable danger of cross-contamination to medical practitioners, and
requires broad, tedious disinfection [8]. Comparisons of radiography pictures such as Chest X-ray, CT
scan, and ultrasound amidst various parameters as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
The analogy of Chest X-ray, CT scan compared with Ultrasound pictures

Chest X-ray CT Scan Ultrasound

Chest X-rays are densely
utilized for prognosis lung
circumstances. They are not
well adapted to recognize
COVID-19 at initial phases [9].

CT instants a more
feasible method for
COVID-19 prognosis and
has been the most
advocated diagnosis
method so far [10, 11].

Ultrasound can evince pleural and
interstitial thickening, subpleural
consolidation phenomena related to
alterations in lung structure when the
contamination is in the initial phases
[12].

Patchy, unclear bilateral
alveolar consolidations
amidst a peripheral
distribution are the signi�cant
phenomena to diagnose
COVID-19 individuals.

When monitoring COVID-
19 patients, Ground glass
opacities (GGO) were
observed bilateral and
consolidated [13].

When monitoring COVID-19 patients,
B-lines is a signi�cant phenomenon to
diagnose.

Expensive, radiating, and
�ndings were not statistically
signi�cant.

It is highly radiating,
expensive, and hard to
sterilize.

Inexpensive, Portable, easy to sterilize,
non-irradiating, safe, and available
everywhere.

Recently, ultrasound images, a more generally accessible, cost-effective, protected, and constant imaging
procedure, require consideration in the context of intense respiratory problems. Speci�cally, lung
ultrasound (LUS) offers immense bene�ts in the point-of-care context for the discovery and the
executives of patients with intense respiratory problems [14], [15]. In a few cases, it exhibited preferred
affectability over chest X-ray in identifying pneumonia [16]. Doctors have lately depicted utilization of
LUS imaging in the crisis for determination of Coronavirus a�icted patients [17]. Discoveries propose
explicit LUS attributes and imaging biomarkers for Coronavirus patients [18]–[20] might be utilized to
both recognize these patients as well as deal with the respiratory adequacy of mechanical ventilation
[21]. An extensive scope of appropriateness and generally less cost from ultrasound images is bene�cial
when patient in�ow surpasses the normal medical clinic imaging framework abilities. It is likewise open
for low and middle livelihood nations [22]. Nonetheless, portraying ultrasound pictures can be a
troublesome errand; furthermore, it leads to errors because of a steep learning curve [23].

The pre-eminent research contributions of this article elucidate as ensuing:

We have recommended a gradient mapping with haralick image features to recognize the COVID-19,
Normal, and Pneumonia individuals using lung Ultrasound pictures.

We have rigorously examined the ultrasound picture samples aligning to monitor the COVID-19,
Normal, and Pneumonia. All the pictures enclose lesions were re-a�rmed by quali�ed radiologists.

The obtained results are analyzed by utilizing three metrics called accuracy, ROC, and confusion
matrix.

The developed method recommended for the current investigation aids in identifying samples
infected with COVID-19 achieved that precision score of 98%.

The proposed technique achieves 98.1% accuracy for the approximate analysis.
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The rest of the article is organized as follows: Segment 2 analyzed the recent lung ultrasound imaging.
Section 3 illustrates the image database and pre-processing. In Section 4, we describe the gradient
mapping and image segmentation on the image database. Section 5 illustrates the empirical outcomes
and discussion with the performance of the method, and lastly, an epilogue is exhibited in Segment 6.

2. Lung Ultrasound Imaging
Lung ultrasound (LUS) is an imaging approach expand by doctors at the point of care to assist in the
prognosis and management of acute respiratory defeat. Amidst e�ciency coordinating or surpass chest
X-rays for most acute respiratory diseases, LUS furthermore absence the radiation and the arduous
work�ow of CT [24–26]. Additionally, inexpensive battery-regulated approach, LUS can be conveyed
extensively in any environment and is admirably adapted for epidemic situations [27]. B lines are the
attribute disinfectant characteristics on LUS, initiated by either pulmonary edema or non-cardiac effects
of interstitial syndromes. The latter incorporates an extensive list of circumstances that varies from
pneumonia, pneumonitis, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [28].

For example, clinical imaging can take an essential role in supplementing traditional symptomatic
apparatuses from sub-atomic science. Authors in [29] exhibited a few programmed frameworks utilizing
machine learning and arti�cial intelligence procedures, promising exhibitions utilizing CT and X-ray data.
In addition, authors in [30] proposed a convolutional neural network, so-called POCOVID-Net, to handle the
current computer vision aid. Upon utilizing the convolutional part of VGG-16 and establishing a deep
convolutional neural network, it is inferred that it effectively affects different picture types [31]. This
mechanism is followed by one hidden layer with 64 neurons by ReLU activation function, dropout of 0.5
[32], and group standardization [33]. The model was assessed in 5-overlay cross approval and stated a
grouping exactness of 89% and an affectability to recognize Coronavirus of 96%. The technique exhibits
the analytic worth of the gathered information and the pertinence of deep learning for ultrasound
pictures.

The dataset described by Born et al. [34] is a freely accessible LUS dataset for Coronavirus that
comprises 202 recordings from four classes (Coronavirus, bacterial pneumonia, non-Coronavirus viral
pneumonia, and typical images). The authors investigated the worth of machine learning strategies for
the differential analysis of lung pathologies on this database. They utilized interpretability strategies for
the Spatio-temporal con�nement of pneumonic biomarkers to explore the utility of the intended technique
considered valuable for human-tuned situations in a blinded report with clinical specialists. Accordingly,
they proposed a frame-based approach that accurately recognizes Coronavirus LUS recordings from
normal and bacterial pneumonia information deducing the affectability score of 0.90 ± 0.08 and
particularity of 0.96 ± 0.04.

Hu, Z. et al. [35] recommended a novel classi�cation network called MCRFNet that uses a multimodal
combination, channel, and responsive �eld regarding arranging lung sonograms. Also, the authors scored
the anticipated classes that re�ect the level of lung involvement in the patient and assisted specialists
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with joining different pointers to survey illness drifts in COVID-19 individuals. The benchmark condition of
machine learning models for assessing pixel-level segmentation of Coronavirus imaging biomarkers has
been described by Roy et al. [36]. Analyses on the dataset show a satisfactory outcome on all the thought
about undertakings, preparing for future exploration on DL for the helped �nding of Coronavirus from
LUS information.

3. Materials And Methods

3.1 Data Pre-Processing
The dataset utilized in this chore is openly available at GitHub archive [37], which directly resides of
around 705 Ultrasound pictures out of these 235 for COVID-19 positive samples, 235 normal individuals,
and 235 for Pneumonia individuals. The archive of the image dataset is open for image segmentation
techniques, and the entire dataset is con�rmed and elucidated, containing the verdict of the Ultrasound
images.

Since the images in the dataset are not �exible, Ultrasound pictures enunciate the distinctive range
appropriately; we have transformed all the images to a similar range of 224 * 224 pixels. Moreover, the
RGB reverting has been imposed, and the consequent input to the suggested method is furnished as 224
* 224 * 3 picture. After that, we applied the gradient mapping and calculated the haralick features for both
spatial regions (GLCM, GLDM, and Texture) and frequency region (FFT, DWT) to this model.

3.2 Feature Eradication
We have utilized Texture, Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM), Gray Level Distance Method (GLDM),
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), as well as Discrete Wavelet transform (DWT) to measure a combination of
200 features in spatial as well as frequency areas. We estimated the 12 haralick features as in Vinod et
al. [41]”. The feature extraction method brought over 200 features for each ultrasound image altogether
(“12 features arising out of texture and FFT individually, 40 features arising out of GLCM as well as
GLDM individually, and 96 features arising out of DWT”).

4. Proposed An Ultra Covix Technique
The training system utilizes “an anaconda-Jupyter notebook by tensor �ow” mechanism as elucidated by
Vinod et al. [41] to train the broad image dataset. Access to the required libraries was done at the starting
phase to connect the code from other components. After that, uploading the image dataset to the path,
then applying gradient mapping to the images and extracting the features with the help of spatial and
frequency regions viz. “GLDM, FFT, DWT, GLCM as well as Texture” for disjuncture. Finally, we have
concatenated all 200 haralick lineaments in both the regions and called an Ultra Covix technique to
identify the COVID-19 individuals facilitated by the random forest algorithm, as exhibited in Fig. 2. The
image pre-processing process as exhibited in algorithm-1 and feature eradication of the pictures are
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illustrated in algorithm-2. Finally, categorization and e�ciency measures of the system are exhibited in
algorithm-3 for an Ultrasound image dataset amid multiple classi�cations.

 

Algorithm 1: Lung Ultrasound Image database for Pre-processing

Input : Input Image I(e, f, g) (e, f, g)  (1,2,….n)
3

, e = f = g

Output : Output Image O(e, f, g) (e, f, g)  (1,2,….n)
3

, e = f = g

Begin

For each Input image, I do

For {e, f, g} = 1 to n do

Apply gradient mapping for producing the heat maps using Eq. (5) on the sample

images

Convert input image I into gray and resize the image with 224*224

Apply min-max normalization and return the output image(O)

End For

End For

Where e, f, g are the labels in the ultrasound picture, dataset and n are the pictures' sum.
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Algorithm 2: Lung Ultrasound Image database for Feature Extraction

Input : Input Image O (e, f, g) (e, f, g)  (1,2,….n)
3

, e = f = g

Output : Ultra Covix model

Begin

For each Input image O, do

For {e, f, g} = 1 to n do

IF �le ← e, Then

Label ← 0

ELIF �le ← f,

Label ← 1

ELSE

Label ← 2

ENDIF

End For

End For

F ← {Calculating features on input image O (12 Haralick features)}

Textual, T ← Compute F on the input image, O

FFT, F ← Compute F on the input picture, O

DWT, d1 ← Compute F on the input image, O

DWT, d2 ← Compute F on Approximation of d1 image

D ← d1 + d2

GLDM, G ← Compute F on input image O in four directions using Eq. (6)

GLCM, g ← Compute F on input image O in four directions

Ultra Covix model  ε O (Total F=200)

Save the model
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Algorithm 3: Train the Lung Ultrasound Image dataset felicitated by Ultra Covix model

Input : Ultra Covix model, number of instances = 100, Testing ratio = 30%, Training ratio = 70%, number
of trees = 100, Classi�er = Random Forest.

Output: Confusion Matrix, Visualization, Performance metrics, Training and accuracy loss.

Begin

For Input Ultra Covix model, do

x = concatenate {(e(F), f(F), g(F))} ε (1,2,…n)3 (inputs)

y = concatenate {(e(F), f(F), g(F))} ε (1,2,…n)3 (target labels)

End For

4.1 Gradient Visualization
Gradient mapping is a prominent mechanism for the model. It elucidates that it employs comprehensive
average pooling and admits to estimating class-speci�c heat maps that reveal the discriminative areas of
the image that provokes appropriate class activity of interest [38]. Gradient mechanism on a basic
inference that the eventual count Xd for a speci�c category d can be exhibited as a linear combination of
its comprehensive average pooled last convolutional layer feature maps Bi.

Xd =  (1)

Respective spatial location (m, n) in the category-speci�c saliency map Sd is then estimated as:

    (2)

   , precisely associates with the relevance of a speci�c spatial location (m, n) for a particular category
d and thus objectives as perceptible information of the category predicted by the network. Class
activation map evaluates these weights  by training a linear classi�er for each category d utilizing the
activation maps of the last convolutional layer accomplished for a given picture, the weights  for an
appropriate feature map  and the category d is equivalent to:

    = Y.  } (3)

Where Y is a �xed, utilizing gradients �owing from output category into activation maps of last
convolutional layer as neuron importance weights .

     (4)

∑i g
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i .∑m∑nB
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The class selective saliency maps for a given image, Sd are then estimated as a linear combination of the
forward activation maps, ensued by a ReLU activation function. Each spatial aspect in the saliency map
Sd is then calculated as:

   (  (5)

For medical applications, gradient mapping or their conjecture Grad-CAMs [39] can afford relevant
decision support by deciphering either a mechanism that detects its positioning on precise pathological
arrangements. Furthermore, gradient mapping can guide medical practitioners and point to descriptive
arrangements, notably compatible in time-sensitive or insight-sensitive positions. The gradient
visualization provides various segmentation approaches like FFT, Wavelet, GLCM, GLDM, and Texture to
diagnose COVID-19 individuals that distinguish to various diagnosis methods and conclusions were
initiate better performance by observation.

Figure 3. exhibits the gradient mapping technique on the lung ultrasound images with and without
COVID-19. For a more visual evaluation, we estimated the point’s maximal activation of the gradient
mapping of each class (COVID-19, Normal, and Pneumonia) and all the database pictures. While the heat
maps are adequately scattered across the probe, pneumonia-associated features localized at the center
and bottom, notably related to COVID-19 and Normal patterns.

4.2 FFT Based Segmentation
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) gauges the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) just as its reverse. The FFT
advancement is used to novitiate a digital signal (d) between range (r) from the time locale into a
recurrence district (R), contemplating the amplitude of vibration dependent on its encouraging among the
recurrence as the sign arises.

The recurrence range vector is parted into different frequencies to robotize the selection technique for the
sensitive frequencies to the de�ciency under investigation. The normal of every degree is then taken as a
tangible viewpoint for the substance. In FFT, we have determined the 12 measurable elements in all
pictures.

4.3 GLCM Based Disjuncture
Gray Level Co-occurrence framework (GLCM) is a scienti�c cycle comprehensively used to portray
pictures and essentially for Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) collagen image grouping. This
framework contemplates the spatial association among the image pixels at a speci�c point. Ordinarily, it
is estimated for four directions at a speci�c range. Over this lattice, a textural feature is persistent.
Routinely, different directions are differentiated or found in the center value to get an original estimation
limit.

The co-occurrence lattice is o�cially characterized as the likelihood of grey level p happening in the
neighborhood of another grey level q at a distance f in course C, S (p, q | f, C), where f is a removal vector,

S
d
mn = ReLu ∑i g

d
i .Bi

mn)
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f = (∆c, ∆i). The direction C is one of the eight directions. It usually is disregarded the distinction between
reverse directions, and afterward, symmetric likelihood lattices can be utilized uniquely for four directions
0 , 45 , 90 , and 135 . Accurate estimates extricate picture highlights from this lattice. In GLCM, we have
determined the initial ten measurable provisions in four spatial areas for entire pictures.

4.4 GLDM and Texture Based Segmentation
Texture as a picture feature is incredibly signi�cant in many picture handlings, just as computer vision
applications. An exhaustive study on surface assessment in the image re�ning study uncovered the
fundamental focus on hand, division, and association. The surface features have been used in different
applications, for example, satellite and aeronautical picture assessment, clinical picture examination for
recognizing varieties from the anomalies, recently in picture recuperation using the surface as a
descriptor. This part gives an approach to depicting the surface using a multi-band deterioration of the
picture with application to portrayal, segmentation, object acknowledgment, and image recovery. In the
surface examination, we have determined the twelve factual provisions from every one of the pictures.

Grey level difference method thickness capacities with regards to the pre-handled grey picture. This
procedure is used for eliminating the whole surface features of a high-level picture. Contrast is portrayed
as the change in thickness among the most essential and least thickness stages in a picture. In this way,
the local assortments are on the grey level. We have determined the initial ten measurable components in
four spatial areas amid range, t = 8 from reference and neighbor pixels (a, b) in overall pictures in the data
set.

u (a, b) = |v (a, b) – v (a, b + t)| (6)

Where v is the input picture, u is the output of picture v, t is the distance for GLDM estimation.

4.5 Wavelet-Based Segmentation
A discrete wavelet transform is consistently portrayed as a non-excess tried CWT. The wavelet change
intends to abode a discrete-time plan, x(s), as many (wavelet) coe�cients. These coe�cients are
examined from a CWT, commonly to produce a balanced set of reasonable limits. Wavelet arrangements
are plentiful, with �uctuating characteristics. This part, though, is restricted to the circumstance of even
wavelets with little assistance.

There are a couple of similar viewpoints from which the wavelet can be regarded. Here we choose to
examine the wavelet through the possibility of a channel bank. A few �nite impulse response (FIR)
channels with N coe�cients are portrayed. One of these channels is high-pass, while the second is low-
pass; the two channels cut on/off at an enormous part of the examining repeat. Wavelet transform can
be described by using these channels as well as employing them recursively. The channels are �rst
employed to the input time course of action to produce low-pass and high-pass sections, X1(s) and X2(s),
independently:
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X1(s)=  (7)

X2(s)=  (8)

Where , and , are the coe�cients of the low-pass and high-pass �lters individually. It is entirely
conventional to assemble the high-pass channel subject to the low-pass channel, which is broadly
adapted using the turning �ip arrangement, so the two plans of channel coe�cients are associated
through:

9
The yield of the two �lters is a vast segment of the input progression transmission capacity, such that
X1(s) includes the lower recurrence range and X2(s) the upper band. The yields of every one of the
channels are a high ratio of the �rst data transmission of X(s) to provide these double cross
arrangements enclose colossal information.

Here, we have done two-way sequential coe�cient operations such as (Coe�cient Approximation) CA1,
(Coe�cient Horizontal) CH1, (Coe�cient Vertical) CV1, and (Coe�cient Diagonal) CD1 as shown in Fig. 4.
Repeatedly CA1 determined more wavelet coe�cients; for instance, CA2, CH2, CV2, and CD2 for each
successive coe�cient, we have determined the twelve factual features.

4.6 Implementing Random Forest Algorithm
Random Forest is a supervised learning technique employing for categorization as well as regression
disputes. Nevertheless, it is primarily using for categorization disputes. We envisage that a forest involves
trees, and more trees indicate a highly effective forest. Generally, the random forest technique generates
decision trees on data samples and �nally gets the forest from every one of them eventually chooses the
�nest explication by choosing. A group mechanism is preferable to an individual decision tree since it
curtails the over-�tting by averaging the result. The mechanism of the random forest classi�er is
exhibited in algorithm-4.

∑N−1
l=0 ely(s − l)

∑N−1
l=0 fly(s − l)

el fl

fl = (−1)
l
eM−l
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The Random Forest technique, an ensemble machine learning mechanism commonly famous for its
better accomplishment over various machine learning classi�ers, was adopted for this system. We
elicited random forest techniques on subdivisions of COVID-19 samples, characterize them by Normal as
well as Pneumonia samples. The number of trees and the selected number of samples are 100 is utilized
in the random forest technique to re�ne if the batch prophecy is being executed.

5. Outcomes And Discussion
Although training the model, the testing samples obtained nearly 1.9% loss score and 98.1% accuracy in
lung ultrasound pictures with 100 epochs. The loss rate indicated a strong match among training and
testing, a�rming that this model is not experiencing over�tting or under�tting in the lung ultrasound
image database. Then, we attained a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve to estimate the
affectability of our model, as exhibited in Fig. 5. (a, b, c). An examination of lung ultrasound pictures of
COVID-19 with non-COVID-19 and normal indicated that this system achieves a 97% precision score and
98% recall score when examined on a test set of 211 ultrasound pictures, as exhibited in Table 2. Thus,
we have reached the rigorousness of the machine learning classi�er, which provides expeditious results
amidst both slices of training and testing datasets.

The depiction evaluates utilized for recognizing the COVID-19, Normal, and Pneumonia pictures are
ensuing. Where T.P. indicates True Positive, T.N. represents True Negative, F.P. indicates False Positive,
and F.N. represents False Negative.

Accuracy =  (10)

Precision =  (11)

Recall =  (12)

T .P .+T .N .

T .P .+F .P .+F .N .+T .N .

T .P .
T .P .+F .P .

T .P .
T .P .+F .N .
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Matthews Correlation Coe�cient (MCC) =  (13)

F-Measure =  (14)

 

Table 2
Attainment measures for the recommended mechanism:

Ultrasound Images
Label Precision Recall F-Measure MCC

COVID-19 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.96

Normal 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96

Pneumonia 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97

 

 

Table 3
Confusion Matrix for foreseeing 211 test samples by COVID-19,

Normal and Pneumonia

  COVID-19 Normal Pneumonia Image count

COVID-19 73 1 0 74

Normal 1 70 1 72

Pneumonia 1 0 64 65

  Total 211

Table 3. shows the Confusion matrix for the ultrasound picture dataset. The performance comparison in
�ve methods with haralick features is calculated according to accuracy and kappa values, as shown in
Table 4. The proposed ultra covix technique has good foresee than various methods associated with
COVID-19 as well as normal. It shows the implication of achieving such a recurrence area and concludes
that those lineaments are appropriate to recognizing COVID-19 identi�cation in ultrasound pictures. The
proposed model improves 19.5%, 10.9%, 4.3%, 10.9%, and 7.6% accuracy, correlated with Texture, FFT,
DWT, GLCM, and GLDM feature eradication methods. The proposed method gives a recall of 98%, MCC of
96%, the precision of 97%, and F-Measure of 98% amid COVID-19 is the target class. 

(T .P .XT .N .)−(F .P .XF .N .)

√(T .P .+F .P .)(T .P .+F .N .)(F .P .+T .N .)(T .N .+F .N .)

2∗Precision∗Recall

Precision+Recall
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Table 4
Comparison of the proposed model with �ve various categories

Methods Accuracy (%) Value of Kappa

Texture (t) 78.6 0.68

FFT (f) 87.2 0.8

DWT (d) 93.8 0.9

GLCM (gc) 87.2 0.8

GLDM (gm) 90.5 0.85

Proposed Ultra Covix technique (t + f + d + gc + gm) 98.1 0.96

Table 5
Performance metrics of various machine
learning classi�ers on Ultrasound image

database by Train (70%) – Test (30%) split
mechanism

Machine Learning Classi�ers Accuracy (%)

SVM 46.9

Naive Bayes 51.1

Decision Tree 86.2

Random Forest 98.1

Logistic 93.8

Additionally, we have enforced various machine learning classi�ers and deep learning techniques to
classify the COVID-19 samples. The Random Forest technique gives high accuracy when correlated to
various techniques, as illustrated in Table 5, although the deep learning mechanism gives 84.8% accuracy
in the Ultrasound image dataset. We have enforced various training as well as testing splitting methods,
as illustrated in Table 6. Furthermore, we have enforced the cross-validation method, as shown in Table 7.
Splitting mechanism with training set by 70% and testing set by 30% obtained high accuracy with a large
number of pictures in the testing set compared with cross-validation technique and other separation
ratios.  
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Table 6
Analogy of distinct ratios of Train-Test separation on Ultrasound image database

Train – Test separation by Random Forest Algorithm Sample Ratio

(Train – Test)

Accuracy (%)

90% − 10% 635–70 98.5

80% − 20% 564–141 97.1

70% − 30% 494–211 98.1

60% − 40% 423–282 97.8

50% − 50% 352–352 97.7

Table 7
Comparison of various folds by

Cross-Validation mechanism with
Random Forest Classi�er

Cross-Validation Accuracy (%)

Fold − 5 97.5

Fold − 10 98.2

Fold − 15 98

Fold − 20 97.8

Fold − 25 98.1

Avg. 97.9

Table 8
Distinct deep learning techniques enforced to recognize COVID-19 individuals

through Ultrasound pictures.
Reference Mechanism Accuracy (%)

Gabriel et al. [30] POCOVID-19 89

Jannis et al. [34] VGG 87.8

Roy et al. [36] U-Net

Deep v3 + with U-net and U-net++

94

96

Rahimzadeh et al. [32] NASNET Mobile 62.5

Zhaoyu Hu et al. [35] MCRFNet 97.7

Proposed Method

(Ultra Covix model)

Gradient mapping + Haralick features 98.1
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POCOVID-19 model recommended by Gabriel et al. [30] improves the classi�cation execution by 5-fold
cross-validation. The experimental outcomes exhibit that the recommended system has accomplished
89% accuracy and 96% sensitivity. A VGG positioned model endorsed by Jannis et al. [34] has obtained
an accuracy of 87.8%. An ensemble Deep v3 + with U-net and U-net + + suggested by Roy et al. [36]
enhances the overall performance by separating multiple features utilizing Xception and ResNet50V2
networks. The suggested mechanism obtained reliability of 96%. Rahimzadeh et al. [32] proposed that
NASNET mobile has achieved an accuracy of 62.5%. An MCRFNet model proposed by Zhaoyu Hu et al.
[35] performed an accuracy of 97.7% with binary classi�cation. Table 8 illustrates various methods
enforced in the picture dataset to determine COVID-19 individuals with accomplishment measures likely
accuracy (%) for subjective study. We have enforced the ultra covix mechanism in the unchanging image
dataset from the GitHub archive, utilized by the various recent investigations. We have entirely utilized the
machine learning mechanism as well as obtained high performance with a balanced image database
than the various investigations.

6. Conclusion
A �ction lumen segmentation of the COVID-19 prognosis using lung ultrasound images combining
gradient mapping and various haralick features has been proposed. Gradient visualization recognizes
exceptions and highlights the critical regions of the image to superimpose, which are utilized to hone the
segmentation techniques. The mechanism is autonomous of any user characterized boundaries, making
it reasonable for distinctively arranged lung ultrasound pictures. Super-pixels are recognized as well as
aggregated dependent on the surface and spatial data and are divided. The mechanism concentrates on
the overall design of an image and hence gives comprehensive ideal outcomes. The proposed
mechanism accomplishes the best-in-class execution at a lot lesser outperforms POCOVID-Net, COVID-
Net, and various mechanisms. The technique is mechanized and attempted in a broad arrangement of
705 pictures, and the outcomes are exact. Hence our mechanism can turn into an effective procedure for
diagnosing COVID-19 with lung ultrasound picture segmentation. The recommended technique can
recognize a COVID-19 positive sample amidst a precision rate of 0.97 as well as a recall score of 0.98. We
have had a small database size and achieved an accuracy of ~ 98% for multiclass with an aide of
ultrasound pictures. The results achieved are imperative for the timely disclosing to the readers of the
bene�ts of ultrasound images in the context of COVID19, and future examinations will deal with large
databases.
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Figure 1

Sample lung ultrasound images of the database. (A) An exemplary COVID-19 contaminated lung,
exhibiting small subpleural consolidation as well as pleural irregularities. (B) Healthy lung. (C) A
Pneumonia contaminated lung, with dynamic air Broncho grams enclosed by alveolar consolidation. 
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Figure 2

Taxonomy of the recommended mechanism to identify COVID-19/pneumonia/normal samples
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Figure 3

(A) Gradient mapping sample image of COVID-19 (highlighting B-line), (B) normal (highlighting A-lines),
and (C) Pneumonia (highlighting Pleural consolidations)

Figure 4

Wavelet transform mechanism on the slice of COVID-19 Ultrasound picture
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Figure 5

Ultrasound Image database performance- (a) Receiver Operating Characteristics graph provokes 211 test
samples, amid Normal is the objective label. (b) Receiver Operating Characteristics graph provokes from
211 test samples, amid Pneumonia is the objective label. (c) Receiver Operating Characteristics graph
provokes from 211 test samples, amid COVID-19 is the objective label.
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